LARA ST. JOHN, VIOLIN
WITH MARTIN KENNEDY, PIANO

~PROGRAM~

CLAUSE DEBUSSY
Sonata for Violin and Piano

JOHN CORIGLIANO
Sonata for Violin and Piano

~ Intermission ~

MARTIN KENNEDY
“Trivial Pursuits”

A collage of traditional Yiddish, Macedonian, and Hungarian folk music:

Trad. Yiddish: Naftule Schpilt far den Rebn
Trad. Macedonian/M. Paranosic: Čoček
Trad. Israeli/M. Herskowitz: Nagilara
Trad. Armenian/Serour Kradjian: Sari Siroun Yar
Trad. Hungarian/Martin Kennedy: Czardashian Rhapsody